How to navigate My Research Safety!

- **My EH&S Profile**: This profile is where your records for EH&S are stored. PIs and lab safety contacts can manage lab personnel, lab locations, authorizations, and look through past audits.

- **LHAT**: The LHAT is a yes/no safety questionnaire that assigns PPE to the lab. PIs and lab safety contacts can assign PPE to all lab members who can confirm via an email link.

- **Chemical Hazard Use Application (CHUA) and Hazard Control Plans (HCPs)**: This tab contains a list of all hazardous chemicals stored in your lab. For each class of chemical, an HCP must be created (an SOP for chemicals). Check out the HCP flyer for more information.

- **Online Waste Tag Program (OTP)**: The OTP tab allows you to manage hazardous waste in your lab. You can create a haz waste tag, print it, and attach it to a haz waste container in your lab. 90 days later, EH&S will automatically come by to pick it up.

- **Training Analytics (Beta)**: This tab is where you can view all your lab members and their respective training status. Remember, all lab members must complete the online Annual Lab Hazards and UC Lab Safety Fundamentals (every 3 years).

- **EH&S Authorizations**: This tab is where all authorizations are located: biosafety, controlled substances, lasers, etc.